Abstract-This paper takes a voltage feedback DCM Buck converter as example, and analysis the distance in the converter which apart from equilibrium based on symbolic dynamics and relative entropy. The result shows that the relative entropy can quantify the distance of converter in chaos state, which can provide new ideas and methods for investigating the complexityof the nonlinear dynamics in converters.
INTRODUCTION
Chaos theory originates from the meteorological phenomena by Lorenz [1] . Then the Chua's circuit opens the new chapter of the search of piecewise smooth circuit chaos phenomenon, which is differential multi-volume wave circuit that when the circuit parameter changes, the piecewise circuit structure and configuration complexity are changeless. DC/DC converter is a piecewise smooth circuit which use the diode or nonlinear devices such as filed effect tube by PWM way. when circuit structure changes, the circuit structure complexity will change at the same time, and it cannot product multi-volume wave chaotic state, so we must study on chaos state according to the characteristics of the switching converter itself. Many scholars have adapt qualitative researches on the chaotic characteristics of switching converter by using state space average [2] , Jacobian [3] , and parameter perturbation [4] . But qualitative viewpoint to analyze switching converter chaotic system is not enough to fully understand the essential characteristics of chaos state. We still need to search for quantitative describe chaos state of switching converter in order to precisely analyze the influence of different parameters of switching converter chaos system and complexity of different state. so the further understand the internal regularity and forecast control of the switching converter can be obtained.
Characteristic of the chaos system have spacious space by using entropy theory. Reference [5] discuss the unimodal map topological entropy of chaos state, and the universality of the topological entropy for one-dimension map is discussed. Reference [6] demonstrate the relationship between numerical distribution information entropy of switching converter in period state and chaos state. Reference [7] have made the analysis of the nonlinear characteristic of electroencephalogram, and it conclude that multiscal permutation entropy could discrimanate the electroencephalogram between normal and epileptic.
Symbolic analysis has been widely used, such as medicine, electrochemistry and secrete communication. Symbolic dynamic theory has provide the feasibility for the quantitative analysis of the chaos characteristics of switching converter. Reference [8] judge the symbol array composed by duty ratio of the critical state, and chaos state derives from border collision. Lempel-Ziv complexity based on the symbols array have quantitative describe the abrupt point and cycle converter [9] .
The origanism combination of the information entropy and symbol dynamic could quantify the complexity of chaotic sequence. Reference [10] propose block entropy of symbol series by numericl series, and demonstrate that block entropy could accurately distinct period bifurcation and chaos behavior of DC/DC converter; Reference [11] calculate spectral entropy of three typical chaotic systems with different initial values and system parameters, and show spectral entropy could effectively analyze structure complexity of chaos series. However, block entropy could do nothing to quantize the distance which conveter deviate from its equilibrium point in chaos state; power spectrum entropy can separate period and chaos state, but the power spectrum which based on Fourier transform may reduce the frequency resolution ratio and cause the sidelobe leak, and cannot quantize the system non-equilibrium state. Porporate put forward the relative entropy to quantized the state that the system deviated from equilibrium [12] , and seek the rationality of the used of relative entropy in converter. This paper give the example of voltage control of discontinuous mode (DCM) Buck converter, which is based on symbol dynamic and relative entropy, to quantized the distance which switch converter deviate from equilibrium state, and provide the new thought and ways to improve the nonlinear characteristics of switch converter.
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II. RELATIVE ENTROPY THEORY
Relative entropy is the distance between two random distribution. Relative entropy can be obtained based on probability distribution and Shannon entropy, the algorithm is discribed as follows:
Step1: For the symbol sequence of the length L, the forward sequence and back sequence is coded based on sliding module method, code length is m . Step 3: Calculate the relative entropy: (4) is 0. As a result, relative entropy is only the function for calculating or distance, and not
III. RELATIVE ENTROPY OF DCM BUCK CONVERTER
Nowadays, the widely used model of switching converter is put forward by Tse [15] . The voltage controlled Buck converter is discussed in this paper. When the converter work in discontinuous inductor current state, we can treat it as first-order system. According to the symbol sequence which is generated by the different feedback gains k and initial value 0
x to calculate the relative entropy, so we can achieve the result which quantify the distance that switching converter deviate from the equilibrium point in chaos state.
A. Numerical symbol sequence
DCM Buck converter is shown in Fig .1 . E is input voltage, X is output voltage, D is duty ratio, k is feedback proportion gain, and converter's working condition can be approximately described as first-order iteration map:
where, n x is capacity voltage at the moment which inductance current is 0, other parameters are illustrated as follows:
The converter adopt the parameters in the document [15] ,
  , DCM Buck converter regard the feedback gain k as variable quantity ,and the bifurcation is shown in Fig .2 . When the converter is in chaos state, we can obtain the inverse single peak mapping which is shown in Fig .3 . The lowest point 26.4 C  of inverse single peak mapping function is the critical point, and the rise branch is "0", and the descend is "1", so the disperse numerical sequence   0 1 2 , , ,..., ...
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is obtained, and the complex dynamics characteristic analysis can be changed into relatively easy symbol sequence to study. 
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, relative entropy appear to decline and go back to the 3 
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 orders, and some zero state emerge. ii) when converter is in unstable state, relative entropy is 0. In the period state, the relative entropy maintain in 3 
 orders of magnitude. Converter will turn into chaos state through multi-period bifurcation state as the value of feedback ratio gain parameter k increasing, the variation range of relative entropy will amplify. When k is in [0.2010,0.2037], bifurcation will turn into period 3, it appear tangent lead to the numbers of switching converter concentrate in the range of some numerical points, and explain the reason of the value of relative entropy notable decline in the increasing progress. When k greater than 0.204, the converter turn into completely chaos state according to period 3 meaning chaos theory, and the corresponding entropy value relatively large. Beyond the abrupt point, the range of chaos sequence become bigger with the increase of parameter k , the degree of converter chaos system deviate from equilibrium state become deeper, so the sequence of relative entropy become bigger with the increase of parameter k .
iii) There are some abrupt point in the entropy increasing process, that is at the specific feedback ratio gain parameter k , switch converter iteration mapping is not in chaos state, but stop at period bifurcation state, and the numbers are dense, all of the numbers are concentrate in some statistics range lead the abrupt points corresponding entropy value increase rapidly. iv) When parameter k greater than 0.25, relative entropy will become decline trend on the contrary. When parameter k reach certain value, converter is in ergodic chaos state, and convert numerical sequence into symbols series, the differences between forward and back sequence become smaller, so relative entropy decrease. v) In the value range of feedback ratio gain parameter k , the trend of DCM Buck converter relative entropy value change is the same as the different initial value 0
x , so it can prove that relative entropy does not depends on initial value when converter in chaos state. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This passage take analysis and simulation of voltage controlled DCM Buck converter relative entropy theory with different parameters, and prove that use relative entropy theory to analysis switch converter deviate from equilibrium point at chaos state have obvious physical meanings, it quantify the level that the system deviate from equilibrium state when feedback parameter k change on the based of remain the original system dynamic characteristics at the maximum limit, which can quickly and efficiently extract the useful quantitative information from the chaos series. Relative entropy could accuratly analysis the distance that converter deviate from equilibrium point in chaos state, symbol sequence length and embedded dimension have excellent robustness, it can fluctuate within a certain scope and maintain relative stability, for the more complex chaos state, the relative entropy fluctuate range is relatively small, thus we could make reasonable predictions for the trend of DC/DC converter chaos state, and provide new idea and method to reveal the nonlinear characteristics of switching converter. 
